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Abstract: In recent years, the presence of immersive virtual reality (VR) in everyday life has increased,
and VR is also being studied in research. However, this research is essentially limited to technical
issues, while the social relevance of VR remains largely unconsidered. Current social science research
on VR remains bound to an empiricist paradigm; a theoretical framing is only done in exceptions.
This article presents current social science theories related to space and landscape research, describes
their application and potentials, with regard to the investigation of virtual spaces, and discusses
which theoretical positions are suitable for the investigation of particular immersive VR-related
questions. This investigation presents a range of approaches such as essentialism, positivism, and
constructivism; theories such as critical, conflict, and discourse; and more-than-representational
theories such as Phenomenology, Assemblage, and Actor-Network-Theory.
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1. Introduction

518. https://doi.org/10.3390/

In recent years, the everyday presence of immersive virtual environments (IVEs) has
increased. With the proliferation of game engines (e.g., Unreal Engine, Unity) and VR
systems, including VR headsets and sensor tracking systems, immersive virtual landscapes
have become part of home entertainment, as well as creative engagement through 3D
visualization in personal and multidisciplinary professional contexts, since the mid-2010s.
Scientific use also took off, though VR application in the geoinformation sciences initially
remained strongly limited to technical and applied engagement, and less to the effects
of case studies constructed in VR [1,2]. Theoretical framing was largely absent, with a
few—rather exploratory—exceptions (e.g., in [3–7]), resulting in a thicket of individual
studies on this topic which requires a foundational orientation to navigate. In social
science research on space and landscape, there has been an intensive discussion in the last
decades about theoretical frameworks of the relationship of human beings to their material
and social environment, but also about the development of the social environment and its
impact on the material environment. This can—as we will show—be used for the theoretical
framing of the relationship between man/society and VR. This theoretical framework is
necessary not least because the number of individual investigations of these relationships
has meanwhile assumed a scope that requires a categorical order. Furthermore, theory
offers the possibility to derive empiric studies in a meaningful way, so that they do not
investigate details without direction (more on this: [8,9]). Accordingly, the present paper
first outlines the need for a theoretical approach to virtual realities (Section 2). Subsequently,
we will address the current state of VR research, which serves as the basis for possibilities
and limitations for the different theoretical approaches (Section 3). The second basis is
formed by theories discussed in current spatial and landscape research (Section 4). These
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form a solid starting point for a theoretical approach to virtual realities in relation to
the construction of spaces. In the following, the different theoretical approaches will be
examined in terms of their potential for addressing virtual realities (Section 5). The final
conclusion will emphasize the necessity of different theoretical approaches to VR, and
offer perspectives for future theoretical approaches to immersive virtual environments
(Section 6).
While there has been a long period of dealing with virtual realities in spatial sciences
(e.g., [10,11]), new technological innovations, especially head-mounted displays (HMDs)
and sensor tracking systems transferring real-time body movements, make it possible to
intensify a vivid illusion of being present in a (multisensory) virtual environment [12]. From
a technological point of view, this illusion of being present in a virtual environment, with
different potential qualities, can refer to the term immersion [13]. We consider immersive
virtual environments as constructed media, strongly related to the fields of cartography
and geo-visualization. These media built the (technical) base for analyzing the potentials
of the established theoretical positions from social sciences.
2. On the Necessity of a Theoretical Examination of the World—In This Case,
Virtual Reality
There are several reasons to support a theoretical framing in an evolving research
context [14,15]. A theoretical approach to an object (in this case, virtual realities) facilitates
abstraction from and investigation of the multitude of individual cases, and thus facilitates
orientation in the emerging thicket of individual cases and single case investigations. The
latter often do not tie themselves to scientific theoretical discourses or do so only implicitly;
a theoretical framing thus enables their subsequent ordering. In terms of research practice,
theories alone are not suitable for framing empirical research, but empirical research
can in turn test the degree of generalizability of theories. Another practical research
significance of theoretical engagement with virtual realities is facilitating connectivity
to different scientific disciplines (such as the social sciences, psychology, geography, or
philosophy). Two further reasons for theoretical engagement refer to questions of genesis
and contextualization of knowledge: first, the topical question of how ‘the normal’, the ‘selfevident’, and the ‘everyday’ are created within virtual realities and how they are separated
from deviations from them; how research programs are created; how methodological
approaches are developed; and, last but not least, how consensual validation of statements
about the world is achieved [16,17]. Second, engagement with theoretical approaches to
VR enables a multiplicity of ways to investigate a research object. This offers the possibility
to contextualize and better justify one’s own ideas (including theoretical ones) about the
object, and ultimately gain deeper insight into the variety of possible perspectives on
the world.
To make this clearer for research on immersive VR—immersive VR is not only a technology, but it affects individual consciousness, and above it also social contexts, enabling
previously unknown forms of socialization and reference to simulated spaces. The social
sciences have developed a wide range of theoretical approaches to these relationships,
which deal with individual references. From these approaches, certain methodological
approaches emerge to investigate these references. For example, one can ask what socialization conditions must exist in order to see landscapes in the immersive virtual world; here,
a social constructivist theoretical framing would be adequate, since this theory is strongly
concerned with the relationship between society and the individual; methodologically, it is
often associated with qualitative approaches (such as interviews, participant observation).
3. Research Approaches to Immersive VR Landscapes in Geographic
Information Science
The freely accessible release of established game engines from the mid-2010s (especially Unreal Engine) gave 3D visualization a fundamental new impetus. Game engines
enable the recreation of real-space or the creation of fictitious 3D landscapes that can be
explored from a first-person perspective with a controllable avatar in real time. Through
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geography, which, in recent decades, have developed different theoretical perspectives on
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dealing with or constructing space that can be fruitfully applied to the study of (immersive)
virtual environments.
4. Current Theoretical Approaches in Spatial and Landscape Research
The next section summarizes current, fundamental positions in spatial research (in
particular theoretical landscape and cartography) discussions. A detailed consideration
of the individual positions, which are sometimes categorized differently, can be found
in a large number of publications (e.g., [8,9,15,57–66]). The presented approaches do not
only refer to perspectives discussed in the English literature, but also take up approaches
that have emerged in the German-speaking tradition and have proven to be fruitful for
social science spatial research. We are convinced that they also have great potentials for the
research on virtual environments.
4.1. The Search for the ‘Essence’ of Spatial Entities: Essentialism
The essentialist (from Latin, essentia = ‘essence’) assumes that “things possess necessary
properties that constitute their essence” [67] (p. 15). Essentialist thinking dates back to
ancient Greece and was cultivated especially in the Middle Ages [8]. With respect to space
and landscapes, the central ‘point of orientation’ is to conceive spatial entities as ‘wholes’
characterized by ‘essential’ constituents and endowed with ‘accidental’ constituents. The
‘essential’ characteristics are considered to be those that are ‘historically based’ (historic
landforms, farmhouses, etc.), while ‘accidental’ things are encountered only by chance
(such as bungalows, neophytes, shopping malls, etc.) and are not specific to the space in
question. A duality is often constructed between locality and regionality (‘the typical’)
versus the ‘global’. Specific preservation norms for certain (essential) materialities are often
derived from essentialist spatial studies, as these have “an immutable intrinsic value and
identity of their own” [62] (p. 97) while objects considered accidental are considered to be
of inferior value, even harmful, and should be removed.
4.2. Spaces as Objects and Object Constellations: Positivist Understandings
While the essentialist understanding of the world reached the peak of its importance
in the Middle Ages, positivism is connected with the modernization of science, in particular,
and society, in general. Positivist thinking is associated with the Enlightenment and the
rise of the natural sciences; it can be described as a variety of empiricism and is explicitly
directed against the metaphysical [14]. Thus, the positivist understanding of world rejects
an ‘essence’ of this world, here spatial entities, lying behind the manifestations of the material and immaterial (such as dialects) world. For positivist spatial researchers, these spatial
units are a given object that can be accessed empirically (by measuring, weighing, and
counting). Spaces are divided into different layers (which in today’s geoinformation sciences are particularly concise, such as GIS layers, land use classifications of remote sensing,
or thematic asset packs for 3D visualization with game engines), in which climate, vegetation, settlements, traffic routes, etc., are recorded in their location and extent. Individual
objects can also be represented independently in their spatial dimensions (Figure 3).
According to Schultze [68] (p. 203) “real reality” spaces are defined as containers,
which can be seen as ‘filled’ with different elements and which stand in an objectively
definable relationship to one another. By recording their dimensions, characteristics,
and location, they can be used in computer-aided modeling to forecast future spatial
conditions on the basis of determined ‘regularities’ to support, for example, urban planning
(Figure 4) [69].
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According to Schultze [68] (p. 203) “real reality” spaces are defined as containers,
which can be seen as ‘filled’ with different elements and which stand in an objectively
definable relationship to one another. By recording their dimensions, characteristics, and
location, they can be used in computer-aided modeling to forecast future spatial conditions on the basis of determined ‘regularities’ to support, for example, urban planning
(Figure 4) [69].
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4.3. Spaces as Social Constructions—Constructivist Approaches
Constructivist approaches have emerged in the social sciences since the mid-20th
century and are directed in particular against the positivist notion that the social world
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4.3. Spaces as Social Constructions—Constructivist Approaches
Constructivist approaches have emerged in the social sciences since the mid-20th century and are directed in particular against the positivist notion that the social world can be
explained by quantitative empirical methods [8]. In the last decades different constructivist
approaches have been developed in spatial research in general, and in landscape research in
particular. The constructivist approach commonly has a constitutive level of ‘space’, ‘region’
or ‘landscape’ not found in the material world, but in the social. ‘Landscape’ thus emerges
through a synthesizing projection of socially preformed interpretations and evaluations
of physical spaces [70]. The different constructivist theories have different foci. The social
constructivist perspective focuses on how knowledge, interpretations, and evaluations of
landscape emerge socially; how these are conveyed to the individual through the process
of socialization and are internalized by the individual; in which form material spaces are
symbolically charged (e.g., such as the frontier in the USA, forests in Germany, etc.); and
the repercussions this charge has on the individual and society [71–74]. Following the
Systems Theory of Niklas Luhmann [75], the radical constructivist perspective focuses on
the way in which social subsystems (such as politics, economy, science, etc.) construct
spatial units in different ways, for example as a means of earning money (in the economic
subsystem), generating knowledge (in the scientific subsystem), or gaining power (in the
political subsystem) [76–78]. From the perspective of Discourse Theory, mechanisms of
negotiating interpretations of the world are brought into focus. ‘Discourse’ is understood
less as an exchange of arguments than as a complex network of verbal and non-verbal communication, social conditions, and consequences [79,80]. Even though different traditions
of Discourse Theory research on space have developed (following Michel Foucault [81],
Jürgen Habermas [82] and Laclau and Mouffe [83]), the connecting point of interest is the
power of defining of and about spaces. For instance, it is investigated which different
discourses exist about landscape (e.g., as ‘historically grown’ vs. ‘modern’) and how these
different discourses strive for hegemony in order to marginalize alternative discourses (see,
e.g., [84–86]).
4.4. After the Split of Subject and Object: More-than-Representational Theories
The family of more-than-representational approaches was developed around the turn
of the millennium in critical confrontation with, but also by taking up central statements
of, constructivism. The revival of Phenomenology, from which social constructivism had
developed, also falls into this period. Both positivist and constructivist understandings
of the landscape assume a structuring of the world through social consciousness and the
external world of objects (although constructivist approaches vary in intensity since social
constructivism, for example, has phenomenological roots that also link individual people
to objects). More-than-representational Theories [87,88] is a collective name for approaches
that seek to resolve this dichotomy. In Phenomenology, ‘places’ and ‘spaces’ come into
focus as ‘phenomena’, i.e., they are understood as entities, as things and events that present
themselves to the world [69] and which deal with the individual experience of places
and spaces [69,88,89]. By focusing on the individual experience, the phenomenological
researcher of places and spaces becomes the narrator of his experiences of a space [90].
Much more abstract is the Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) [91–93] which places social,
technical, and natural entities and factors on an equal footing. These are treated by the
“actor-network theory not as explanans, but as explananda” [94] (p. 188). Research that
uses ANT uses its own terminology because classical scientific language is too entrenched
in representational thought structures [95,96]. At the center of the ANT’s concern with
‘world’ are networks resulting from the relations of animate and inanimate elements of
space that have become ‘actants’. Finally, the Assemblage Theory, similar to constructivism,
integrates materialities into its theoretical framework by dealing with the question of how
these materialities obtain social relevance—in a process of ordering matter around a body,
an assemblage thereby forms as a constellation of imaginative co-occurring articulations
between countless heterogeneous elements [97].
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4.5. Power and Space: Interpretations from Critical, Conflict-Theoretical and
Framing-Theoretical Perspectives
The question of social power relations and their spatial effects is addressed by all
approaches that attribute a central importance to social processes in the production of
space (i.e., with the exception of the positivist approach). In the following, we outline three
approaches that place the question of power at the center of their considerations: critical
perspectives (following Marx or Bourdieu), conflict theory (following Dahrendorf), and the
framing approach.
Spatial studies, going back to Marx, are concerned with the unequal distribution of
power in relation to space, and also often with questions of ‘overcoming’ unequal distributions of power [98–102]. This tradition of critical social research is closely linked to the
Institute for Social Research founded in Frankfurt am Main in the mid-1920s. Central to this
is the notion of the ‘duplicity’ [103] of spatial structures, for example, constructivist (landscape as a power-determined idea) versus positivist (landscape as a power-determined
physical space). The central object of critique is the ‘capitalist logic of spatial utilization’ [104]. The dominance of economic calculation over alternative spatial claims, such as
those arising from politics or community, leads to a ‘commodification of spaces.’ Additionally, the continued reproduction of unequal power relations is propagated by the fact that
existing spatial structures are considered ‘normal’ and are not critically questioned. This
also brings processes of spatial and landscape socialization into critique, because this has
not only led to a domination of nature and the environment, but also to the “defamation of
nature in man” [105] (p. 61) in that the latter has distanced himself from his original needs
as provided by his surroundings. As a spatial-related medium of perpetuating unequal
power relations, the representation of the world in maps has been critically examined in
past decades, because they are understood less as depictions of something given than as
(conscious or unconscious) attempts to perpetuate perceptions in the sense of perpetuating
a capitalist social system [106]. In addition, or as an alternative to a Marxist approach, the
sociology of Pierre Bourdieu [107] can be applied to the discussion of what significance
standards of taste have in the design and use of physical spaces, how such ‘aesthetic
standards’ are formed and by which parts of society, how they are socially disseminated,
and how they materialize [108]. Bourdieu’s perspective (starting at the turn of the 1960s to
the 1970s) expands the classical perspective of critical research, which is strongly focused
on economic relations, in the Marxist tradition, and the entanglements of economic capital
with social capital (i.e., resilient social networks) and cultural capital (e.g., educational
titles, knowledge, culturally charged objects; [109,110]).
In contrast to Marxist approaches, Ralf Dahrendorf’s conflict theory is not based on
the goal of fundamentally changing society, but on allowing society itself to change through
the struggle for the most suitable answers to concrete challenges. This struggle is thus
constitutively bound to conflicts [111–115]. Dahrendorf’s conflict theory received professional attention since the early 1960s and continued to be developed until Dahrendorf’s
death in 2009. Conflict unfolds in three principal steps: the structural starting position, the
awareness of this starting position, and the open expression of conflict combined with the
tendency of conflicts to lead to a dichotomous division of society. Conflicts can, however,
become productive for society, provided they are regulated, not suppressed, or an attempt
is made to resolve them (i.e., to eliminate the social causes of conflicts). Preconditions for a
productive settlement are: the recognition of the differing perspectives as legitimate and
valid; the reference of the settlement to the manifestations of the conflict, not to its causes;
a high degree of organization of the conflict parties; and the observance of procedural
rules which are unbiased and do not favor any side. In addition, the adjudication requires
an authority (commonly the role of the state) to be able to decide on a settlement of the
conflict in the event an agreement by the parties cannot be reached. In spatial research,
conflict theory provides a framework for understanding the genesis of spatial conflicts
(e.g., energy transition from carbon-based to renewables, the extraction of raw materials,
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etc.; [116–118]), but also gives suggestions for possible conflict resolution methods, apart
from violent revolution.
The framing approach, essentially leading back to the publications of the sociologist
Goffman [119] in the 1970s, can also be assigned to constructivist theories; in this case,
however, we focus on its potential in the context of conflict resolution. Throughout the
course of its development, the framing approach can be found in diverse disciplines such
as the study of environmental conflicts, negotiation management, border research, political
science, and media science, to name but a few [120–129]. The theory focuses on the analysis
of how events or certain information/topics are embedded in social patterns, and how
complex information is cognitively interpreted and communicatively processed through
these social patterns in an effort to reduce the complexity of the issue. According to
Goffman [119], ‘frames’ represent so-called ‘schemata of interpretation,’ which ascribes
meaning to otherwise meaningless events. Shmueli [121] (p. 2049) points out that the
term ‘frame’ can be used both as a noun and as a verb: as a noun, ‘frame’ denotes “the
boundary within which a picture is displayed and set apart from the background; it plays a
filtering role in perception, interpretation and understanding of specific situation.” As the
verb ‘(to) frame’, however, the term refers “to the crafting of a frame, whether deliberately
or not, during communication” [121] (p. 2049). Depending on the context, conscious or
even unconscious framing can be used “to conceptualize and interpret, or manipulate
and persuade” [121] (p. 2049) and thus seek a degree of control over how something is
communicated and perceived [130]. Reframing, on the other hand, deliberately aims to
change the perceptual frame of the other person, for example, to promote joint decisionmaking in conflict situations [120,130,131].
4.6. The Challenge of the Ambiguity of Spaces—The Neo-Pragmatic Consequence
Neopragmatism emerged around the turn of the millennium in response to an increasing differentiation of theoretical perspectives and methodological derivations from
them with an exclusivist claim to validity. Instead of emphasizing the divisive, it seeks
complimentarity. The consequence is that up to this point, we have outlined the main
theoretical approaches to spatial research. In doing so, the diversity of current perspectives
as well as the limitations of framing certain topics and processes becomes clear. At the same
time, the different approaches partly show competing interpretations. Accordingly, doubts
arise as to whether there is, or even can be, only one legitimate theoretical perspective
for ‘space’ in general, or ‘place’, ‘region’, ‘landscape’, etc. Especially in the context of
an inter- and transdisciplinary approach to landscape, such a theoretically puristic claim
seems inopportune. On the one hand, there are research discipline preferences for a theory
(scientific spatial research is almost exclusively done in a positivist tradition and could
hardly be framed in a radical constructivist perspective even on the object level). On the
other hand, in the practical handling of ‘space’ (whether in planning, politics or garden
design) certain approaches (brought forward exclusively) are not very connectable ([132]; in
a thought experiment, a garden design could be designed from a discourse-theoretical perspective). In this respect, a neo-pragmatic approach to the theoretical framing of research
on spaces certainly seems to be an alternative. Based on the objective of the spatial research,
in a neo-pragmatic approach, different theoretical and methodological approaches, data,
and researchers are triangulated to investigate the addressed research questions in order
to achieve a better understanding of the object of investigation, since mono-theoretical
perspectives or mono-methodological approaches tend to be one-sided when dealing with
practice-related questions in particular [133–135]; the theories suitable for individual subquestions are then justified, which, however, presupposes a comparison and weighting of
different theoretical approaches [136–138].
5. The Potentials of Theoretical Framing for a More Comprehensive Understanding of
Virtual Realities
In this section, we address the question of whether, how, and in which form the
theoretical approaches to space and landscape presented in the preceding sections can be
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utilized as a theoretical framework for VR research. In anticipation of the concluding result
of our comparisons, all of the theoretical approaches presented are suitable for framing
aspects of VR landscapes and spaces, with the exception of essentialism. Our considerations
on the suitability of the basic theoretical position for VR research are divided into three
levels (see also Figure 5):
1.
2.
3.

The level of technical foundation, i.e., geospatial data as well as hardware and software, which is the inescapable basis for the representation of virtual worlds.
The level of sophistication of the virtual worlds, i.e., the representation of virtual
spaces and landscapes themselves, including the processing of digital geodata.
The level of research in relation to the other two levels, specifically:
(a)
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(b)

how virtually generated spaces and landscapes can be used as a medium of
research, and
how they can become the object of research from a socio-theoretical and11ideoof 23
logical perspective.
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when (mostly thematic cartographic) applications are transferred to immersive VR and
further developed. On the one hand, this can be related to the continuation of traditional
further developed. On the one hand, this can be related to the continuation of traditional
signature language, on the other hand, it can also be related to further development
signature language, on the other hand, it can also be related to further development of
of multimedia and animated symbols [38]. The virtual recreation of historical spatial
multimedia and animated symbols [38]. The virtual recreation of historical spatial condiconditions (e.g., of cities) that is as ‘true to the original’ as possible is also to be located on
tions (e.g., of cities) that is as ‘true to the original’ as possible is also to be located on this
this level [42,139–141]. The third level refers to research on, or by means of, VR as a medium
level [42,139–141]. The third level refers to research on, or by means of, VR as a medium
of inquiry in the continuation of positivist science, especially in the tradition of cognitive
and experimental psychological designs and in questions of spatial cognition research and
cognitive cartography [22,54,142]. VR thus becomes an interactive and immersive medium for measuring behavioral data on specific stimuli presented in VR, such as distance
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of inquiry in the continuation of positivist science, especially in the tradition of cognitive
and experimental psychological designs and in questions of spatial cognition research
and cognitive cartography [22,54,142]. VR thus becomes an interactive and immersive
medium for measuring behavioral data on specific stimuli presented in VR, such as distance
estimates or memory performance [22,56,143], by offering the possibility of tapping into
basic measures of spatial cognition research and feeding back into the user-oriented design
of appropriate media [47–49]. These positivistically framed methods are complemented by
the quantitative survey, the results of which—as well as other results—can be evaluated
through tests and estimation statistics. Thus, a positivist approach ultimately has great
potential for scholarly engagement within all three levels of VR research.
Social constructivism focuses on the relationship of the individual with society, and
less on the possibilities and limitations of the technological world. In this respect, its
potential for VR-related spatial and landscape research lies less at level 1 formulated above,
and more specifically at levels 3a and 3b with recourse to level 2. In this context, several
questions arise [6]:

•

•

Which social landscape stereotypes can be derived from published VR landscapes?
In this case, VR landscapes themselves become the object of research. Qualitative
interviews or qualitative media content analyses (e.g., through evaluations of discussion forums on VR landscapes) can broaden the perspective by examining how
spaces/landscapes are socially constructed, what symbolic attributions exist, and how
interpretations and values are socially negotiated.
VR landscape can also become a consciously designed medium for social constructivist framed landscape research. VR serves here as an idealized research laboratory
or landscape construction, so VR landscapes tested individually by people can be
examined for their utopian, dystopian, and stereotypical content. Additionally, the
meaning of selected sensory perceptions can be examined, for example in terms of
lighting (light/dark, shaded, types of lighting, etc.), but also by combining optical and
acoustic stimuli [144].

More strongly related to level 3b, questions can be addressed in a social constructivist
context about how knowledge about VR is generated and passed on in society; which
socialization and innovation aspects exist; how VR is becoming part of (landscape) socialization; which changes are occurring with respect to landscape socialization [145–147] due
to its (partial) virtualization; but also, how can the individual change spaces and spatial
concepts without much physical effort?
Discourse Theory, which focuses on mechanisms and effects of the pursuit of hegemonic discourses, can connect to these questions. It has particular potential on the 3b level
of VR landscape research by asking how normality of landscape is defined by VR, deviations of hegemonic discourse, what counts as VR landscape, and to what extent discursive
closures occur in relation to the desirability of VR landscape representations. Discussions
around the enforcement of hardware and software standards can also be framed from
this perspective, as well as strong, morally charged discourses. Examples of these moral
debates include suitability of certain objects, such as first-person VR representation of
shooters and their effects on the non-VR world, but also the extent to which intensive
immersion in VR may diminish social skills and physical performance (on morality and
landscape, see [148–150]). This is where the potential of an autopoietic-systems-theoretical
framing may come in—through the challenge of moralizing technical and factual issues,
with the consequence of generating mutual moral devaluations on the basis of different
moral systems [151,152]. It is also possible to use this theoretical perspective to frame how
different sub-systemic interpretations and evaluations of virtual spaces/landscapes are
made. Simulations on level 2 can thus be used as a basis of how those virtual representations are interpreted and evaluated differently from an economic (e.g., agriculture, tourism)
or political perspective.
As to more-than-representational theories, a complementary suitability of Phenomenology to the social constructivist perspective can be established for VR research. Accordingly,
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it is investigated (from the level 3a perspective) how the individual experiences virtually
generated landscapes in particular, and spaces in general, rather than which (more cognitive) social (often) stereotypical patterns of interpretation and evaluation are formed. Thus,
the method of phenomenological walks [90,136,153] can also be applied to virtual spaces
and landscapes, with particular potential existing in multisensory approaches to increase
the individual immersion experience [37,144]. Non-standardized qualitative interviews
offer a methodological approach here. The other more-than-representational theories, i.e.,
Assemblage Theory and Actor-Network-Theory, show specific potentials in the hybrid
forms of the material and virtual worlds in the context of augmented reality (AR), as the
dissolution of the dichotomous construction of world is particularly evident here [154].
With regard to framing and AR, however, a level 3a perspective can also be established
when investigating what symbolic meaning represented objects have for people, because
these object representations can be consciously placed within the AR.
Critical theory, in a neo-Marxist interpretation, can be related especially to level 3b,
but also in parts to level 3a. VR can be interpreted overall as an element of escapism.
It escapes from the world shaped by ‘capitalist relations of domination,’ in which man
is alienated from his ‘inner and outer nature’ [105,155], the latter being a state to which
VR immersion contributes. In doing so, VR integrates people into capitalist logic in two
ways: on the one hand, it requires the financial means to procure and operate technical
equipment; on the other hand, it actualizes traditional (stereotypical) notions of space
and landscape that are expressions of unequal distribution of power. The use of VR in
game context is dominated by the glorification of violence, militarism, racism, sexism,
an anti-collectivist individualism (particularly evident in ego-shooters), imperialism, and
colonialism, especially in strategy games such as Civilization or Age of Empires [156–159].
The approach to VR, which is very clearly reduced to economic references [160], can be
broadened on the basis of Pierre Bourdieu’s sociology, for instance by investigating which
endowment of symbolic capital—beyond economic capital—is necessary to gain access to
VR. In the form of incorporated cultural capital, for example, this includes which effects
the use of VR has on the availability of social capital, but also how incorporated capital can
be generated through the use of VR (for instance through its use in educational contexts),
although this investigation is also possible from a non-critical theory perspective and
social constructivist theoretical framing, for instance [161,162]. Furthermore, from the
perspective of a Bourdieu-based critical theory VR research, the question can be posed how
aesthetic preferences are inscribed in virtual landscapes, and how they (can) contribute
to the transformation from ‘legitimate’ to ‘subordinate’ preference, which can be quite
milieu-specific.
From the perspective of conflict theory (in the tradition of Ralf Dahrendorf), it is
possible to access the other levels from level 3b, i.e., it is possible to examine how conflicts
about the setting of technical standards were or are regulated, but it is also possible to
examine which forms—here especially in games—of dealing with conflicts exist (in this case,
conflicts are often constitutive for game action). An access also arises on level 3a through VR
simulation by analyzing which changes of landscape/space are interpreted and evaluated,
and how this affects conflict courses. Here we find a transitional point to explore the
potential of the framing theory, which is less macro-sociologically conceived. The framing
approach can also contribute to cooperative solutions in the context of spatial conflicts with
technical innovations of VR, especially in mediation or participation procedures. In this
case, the potential associated with reframing could be exploited even more than analog
formats allow, in that the simulation of conflicts can be meaningfully expanded through
the hybrid materiality of VR, for example in the testing of different possibilities of conflict
resolution in the form of role-playing, simulation, etc.
The neo-pragmatic approach offers a framework for a well-founded triangulation
of theories, methods, data, and researchers, also with regard to VR research. If not only
isolated facts, interpretations, evaluations, experiences, etc., are to be investigated, but
if the topic of VR is broader, such a combination is appropriate. Since the social science
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approach to VR usually deals with the investigation of individual approaches and their
generalizability, social constructivism and Phenomenology as complementary theories
(also with regard to their genesis), as two sides of the same coin, form a methodological core
which can be extended and underpinned by further theoretical approaches—in accordance
with the respective research question (Figure 6). Examined collectively, an investigation
on conflicts about the planned construction of a wind farm (in material space) could be
operationalized by the design of a VR environment (on level 3a); individual experience
and the actualization of societal patterns of interpretation and evaluation could be framed
through Phenomenology and social constructivism, while anticipated societal conflicts can 14 of 2
be derived from conflict theory, and concrete approaches to conflict management could be
made through framing theory. However, a critical theory perspective (from Bourdieu) could
also be applied, for example by examining standards of preference with regard to societal
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pragmatic approach, which triangulates different theories of ‘medium range’ [163,164] is
suggested [133,135,165]. Our analysis offers numerous starting points for the theoretical
classification of investigations on virtual realities, and thus possibilities for connecting to
current discussions in the spatial sciences.
Referring to the theoretical approaches presented, different potentials and degrees
of utilization (or exploitation) for VR research can be identified from a social science
perspective. The extreme positions are occupied by the essentialist and the positivist
perspectives. The positivist perspective has a high potential, and it is already widely
exploited. The essentialist perspective has no conceptual suitability and thus offers no
basis for exploitation. The middle-ground is dominated by the social constructivist and
phenomenological perspectives; here, a very large potential is found (as shown, in the
sense of a central perspective), although it has so far only been rudimentarily exploited.
Discourse and radical constructivist perspectives have a very specialized scope in spatial
research due to their meta-level conception. In this respect, they have potential in social
science VR research, although this has hardly been exploited currently. Regarding the
great potential of critical perspectives, an uneven degree of exploitation can be observed
in favor of the neo-Marxist perspective (especially in terms of game research), while the
approach by means of Bourdieu’s sociology has not yet been elaborated. Conflict theory,
in turn, shows potential for social science research, although detailed studies are pending
in this regard, while empirical research results are available [166–169] which are open to
theoretical classification by framing theory [170].
The presentation of theoretical perspectives (see overview in Table 1) is not exhaustive
since it is limited to essential contemporary approaches of landscape-theoretical research.
Also, as a result of the development of new theories, additional perspectives are always
conceivable. Furthermore, depending on the question to be investigated and their justified
contextualization with the theoretical approaches already used, theories of ‘medium range’
can be inserted into a neo-pragmatic framework. This, in turn, has great potential for the
investigation of complex questions related to (immersive) VR, not exclusively in social
sciences. It is a topic which is still waiting to be explored in detail.
Table 1. Overview of the different approaches discussed. The world reference used here in the second column goes back to
Karl Popper. He understands world 1 as the material world [171,172], world 2 as the world of individual consciousness,
and world 3 as the world of socially shared knowledge. The worlds are not structurally separated from each other, but
connect, for example in books, which are part of world 1 and world 3 (own representation).

Essentialism

Positivism

WorldRelatedness

Understandings

Potentials

Utilization
Rate

World 1, 2 and 3 as
a holistic whole

Space as a unit
with a subjectively
ascertainable
essence core

None, since it rejects
virtual worlds

-

Especially world 1,
but also world 3

Spaces as
containers, filled
with certain
elements that can
be objectively
captured

Describing states
and their
relationships to each
other; updating by
means of forecasts or
scenarios; providing
technical bases

Highly
pronounced

Exemplary Questions

Questions concerning
location and extent of
climate, vegetation,
settlements, traffic
routes, etc.; furthermore,
spatial cognition
research, cognitive
cartography as well as
development of basic
dimensions and
user-oriented
construction of
media, etc.
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Table 1. Cont.
WorldRelatedness

Understandings

Potentials

Utilization
Rate

Exemplary Questions

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Formation of
space-related
stereotypes; symbolic
attributions of spaces as
well as questions about
the significance of a
wide variety of
influences such as
daytime/nighttime,
weather, seasons etc. in
the evaluation and
interpretation of
space, etc.

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Questions about
sub-systemically
different ways of
constructing spatial
entities, generations of
reciprocal moral
devaluations, etc.

Especially world 2
and 3 and their
relations

Constitutive level
of space not in
material world but
in social; focus on
knowledge,
interpretation and
evaluations and
their socialization

Research of spatial
evaluations and
influencing factors

Focus on world 3

Constitutive level
of space not in
material world but
in social; focus on
social subsystems

Exploration of space
as a medium of
different social
subsystems

Focus on world 3

Constitutive level
of space not in
material world but
in social; focus on
mechanisms of
negotiation
of spatial
interpretations.

Mechanisms of
negotiating
interpretations
of space

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Questions about the
power of definition of
and about spaces and
discursive closures,
possibly considering
consequences for
World 1.

Phenomenology

Especially world 1
and 2 and their
relations

‘Phenomena’
understood as
entities, as things
and events that
present themselves
to the world
as space

Research on space as
individual
experience and
experience

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Questions about factors
of individual spatial
experience and
experience of space

ANT

Cannot be
classified because
everything is
resolved in
networks

Spaces as networks
resulting from the
relations of the
animate and
inanimate
elements (actants)
of space

Research on the
relations of equal
actants of social,
technical and natural
entities/factors

Not to hardly
pronounced

Questions about training
to networks and
the relations of the
actants as well as
influencing variables

Assemblage

Focus world 1 and
3, but also
meaning of
reference to
world 2

Constitutive level
of space in the
social with
a stronger
integration of its
materialities

Research on the
emergence of social
relevance of spaces

Not to hardly
pronounced

Question of
obtaining social
relevance of legacy
industries, tourism
destinations, etc.

World 1 and 3,
Bourdieu also with
stronger focus on
world 2

Space as an object
of economic
calculation
versus other
spatial claims;
entanglements of
economic capital
with social and
cultural capital
in Bourdieu

Critical questioning
of existing spatial
power structures to
prevent the
reproduction of
unequal spatial
power relations and,
if necessary,
their reversal

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Question of mapping
spaces as (conscious or
unconscious) attempts
to perpetuate
perceptions in terms of a
capitalist social system,
also: alienation and
escapism; with
Bourdieu, importance of
aesthetic taste standards
in the design and use of
physical spaces

SocialConstructivism

RadicalConstructivism

Discourse
Theory

Critical Theory
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Table 1. Cont.
WorldRelatedness

Understandings

Potentials

Utilization
Rate

Exemplary Questions

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Spatial conflict
regulation, governance

Conflict Theory

World 2 and 3 with
references to
world 1

Conflicts over
space as a social
normality

Understanding of
the genesis of spatial
conflicts as well as
indications for a
possible regulation
of conflicts

Framing

World 2 and 3 with
references to world
1, stronger
importance of
world 2

Constitutive level
of space in the
social with focus
on embedding
interpretive
patterns to spaces
in specific
situations

Exploring the
filtering role of
frames in the
perception,
interpretation, and
understanding of a
given situation

Low to
medium
pronounced

Negotiation situations,
decision-making,
conflict resolution,
governance, mediation,
participatory processes,
role-playing

All three worlds
with their
references

Space as
triangulation of
different
understandings

Practical handling of
spatial questions, justified triangulation
of methods
and theories
depending on the
spatial question

Hardly to
slightly
pronounced

Issues in governance,
planning, energy
transition, landscape as
a special case of
space etc.

NeoPragmatism

Source: Own compilation and presentation.
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